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Language proficiency is recognised by 
employers

• Helping the UK Thrive – 2017 (Survey by the Confederation of British 
Industry and Pearson) puts foreign language capability among 6 most 
important factors considered when recruiting graduates (after 
aptitude for work; degree result, degree subject, work experience and 
university attended).

• Top languages rated as useful to business:

• TEFL Academy survey – 2017: 43% of employers would be happy to 
pay bilingual or multilingual candidates a higher salary. 

1. French 2. German 3. Spanish 4. Mandarin

5. Arabic 6. Polish 7. Dutch 8. Japanese

9. Russian 10. Cantonese 11. Portuguese 12. Other 



2-fold SME perspective
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Case studies: Honda UK

• Advertised for staff 
Japanese translators and 
interpreters 

Offer: competitive salary, 
paid overtime, 25 days of 
holiday a year, private 
medical care and dental 
plan, a pension scheme, 
childcare vouchers, 
opportunity to buy Honda 
products at discounted 
rates.



Case Studies: Expedia

• Looked for Portuguese, 
Finnish, Danish and 
Norwegian translators in 
London. 

Broad range of content: 
website, HR 
documentation, training 
material, user interfaces, 
mobile apps, social media 
content for all Expedia 
brands. 



Case studies: 
Monsoon 
Accessorize
• Sought full-time German

translator
Requirements: fluency in 
German and English. 
Translation experience. 
Knowledge and love of 
fashion and brand. Good 
writing style. Ability to work 
quickly, to clear deadlines 
and independently. 



Premier Inn Controversy 

• Premier Inn advertisement for 
cleaning staff who can “speak 
Romanian”

Premier Inn spokesperson: “As an 
equal opportunities employer we 
don't place language restrictions on 
any of our roles and this job 
description, which is now corrected, 
was unfortunately posted in error.” 
List of the required languages 
extended to Polish, Russian and 
English. 



Multilingual SMEs: challenges 

Management
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grievance
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warning

Job interview with 
a potential 
employee

Employee 
with foreign 

language skills

Benefits of having multilingual staff (reducing costs, keeping in-house) clash with 
ethical and legal issues 



Multilingual SMEs: challenges
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Multilingual SMEs             Freelance language 
specialists
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Future supply?

• Language graduates have one of 
the lowest employment rates.

• Average pay for languages 
graduates fell from £30,420 in 
2013 to £25,012 in 2017.

• Traditional school languages are 
less in demand, newer options, 
e.g. Russian & Chinese aren’t 
picked up quickly.

• Native speakers are more likely 
to score very highly.



“Languages after Brexit” (Edited by Prof 
Michael Kelly)
• Civil servants, ministers and schoolchildren 

must be taught languages spoken in non-EU 
countries. BRIC (Brazil, Russia, India and 
China) & CIVETS (Colombia, Indonesia, 
Vietnam, Egypt, Turkey, South Africa).

• Tax cuts should be offered to businesses 
which offer staff language lessons.

• Whitehall should adopt the approach of the 
Armed Forces, which offers financial 
incentives to soldiers who improve their 
language skills.

• “Doing a deal is not about signing contracts, 
it’s about knowing and trusting people.” 



Any questions? 

Thank you - please connect with me on 
LinkedIn:

www.linkedin.com/in/yelenamccafferty



Yelena McCafferty is a director of Talk Russian, a 
specialist language business which she started in 2002.  
She holds a Diploma in Public Service Interpreting in 
English Law and is on the National Register of Public 
Service Interpreters. Yelena is a qualified member and 
a trained assessor of the Institute of Translation and 
Interpreting (ITI). As a translator, she translates a wide 
range of documents on a daily basis, from 
presentations to contracts, and as an interpreter she 
provides assistance to both commercial and public 
sector clients. Yelena has appeared as a contributor in 
various radio programmes, including the Jeremy Vine 
Show on BBC Radio 2 to promote high standards of 
interpreting. She has received a special commendation 
as an Industry Ambassador in the ITI-2017 awards. 
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